ABSTRACT Accurate and reliable pose estimation of a boom-type roadheader is of great importance in order to maintain the efficiency of automatic coal mining. The stability and accuracy of conventional measurement methods are difficult to be guaranteed on account of vibration noise, magnetic disturbance, electrostatic interference, and other factors in an underground environment. In this paper, a vision-based non-contact measurement method for cutting-head pose estimation is presented, which deploy a 16-point infrared LED target on the boom-type roadheader to tackle the low-illumination, high-dust, and complicated background. By establishing a monocular vision measurement system, the cutting-head pose is estimated through processing the LED target images obtained from an explosion-proof industrial camera mounted on the roadheader. After analyzing the measurement mechanism, an underground camera model based on the equivalent focal length is built to eliminate refraction errors caused by the two-layer glasses for explosion-proof and dust removal. Then, the pose estimation processes, including infrared LEDs feature point extraction, spot center location, and an improved P4P method based on dual quaternions, are carried out. The influence factors of cutting-head pose estimation accuracy are further studied by modeling, and the error distribution of the main parameters is investigated and evaluated. The numerical simulation and experimental evaluation are designed to verify the performance of the proposed method. The results show that the pose estimation error is in line with the numerical prediction, achieving the requirements of cuttinghead pose estimation in underground roadway construction in the coal mine.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent drivage is the only way to realize automatic operation in comprehensive tunnel working face, and an accurate self-localization of cutting path is of key importance to tunneling automation and control technology. However, the long-distance acquisition of cutting-head pose estimation is still an unresolved problem in coal mining.
At present, a variety of pose detection methods for coal mining equipment have been studied, such as
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inclinometer, gyroscope, GPS, INS, UWB, laser guide, etc. Due to strong vibration, high dust, noise and other factors in underground working environment, these measurement methods have some deficiencies. The angular sensor based methods [1] - [3] are installed at the rotating joint or lifting joint of the cutting arm, and vibration condition accelerates the sensors damage. The measurement accuracy and reliability degrades very quickly after a short period of using in the working condition. Three-axis acceleration sensors will engender fairly great error due to mechanical vibration noise as well. The magnetostrictive displacement sensor is subject to electromagnetic interference, resulting in low accuracy. Moreover, an infrastructure dependent sensor is necessary for machine fuselage self-localization. Tunneling roadway is a narrow and long-distance space, which located at 300 ∼ 800 meters underground, hence, there exist no GPS signals in coal mine. The positioning accuracy of UWB-based method would degrade when the distance between the UWB base stations and the roadheader expands during construction of roadway tunneling [4] , [5] , and the antenna sensitivity is the main requirement of its application in tunneling roadway. Inertial navigation are infrastructure independent, which can offer high-accuracy pose estimation but are sensitive to accumulated drift due to double integration [6] - [8] . Laser based methods [9] - [11] have high-accuracy localization, however, it have a very high requirement for the quality of 3D laser scanners. In recent years, vision measurement technology has become a hot research topic in pose estimation for its advantages of non-contact measurement, high precision and good stability.
The vision measurement technology has been applied in a certain range in coal mines. Vision-based method is based on the spatial relationship between the 2D image and the 2D or 3D feature points in the scene [12] . For extremely low illuminance and dense-dust in tunnel working face, non-marker based vision methods are prone to failure due to blurred images captured, which lead to the difficulty in tracking of scene features and obtaining accurate pose estimation. Marker based pose estimation [12] , [13] is an effective and accurate approach to obtain six-dimensional cutting-head pose estimation, and it evolves the extraction of markers image and the pose estimation algorithm, which can be typically estimated by homography decomposition or by solving the perspective-n-point (PnP) problem. The PnP methods include iterative and non-iterative methods. LHM [14] , DLT [15] and HOMO [16] are the classical noniterative methods, but are sensitive to noise. Lepetit et al. [17] proposed a non-iterative algorithm known as EPnP, which is efficient but inaccurate when the number of points is equal to 4 or 5. RPnP [18] works well when the number of points is less than 6 but does not work well when the depth is big.
This paper proposes a novel infrared LEDs-based pose estimation system that significantly improves cutting-head position accuracy and reliability in tunneling face. The main contribution of this paper are as follows: 1)Taking the angular mounting offset into the consideration, an underground camera model based on the equivalent focal length was built to eliminate refraction errors, which was triggered by the two layer glasses for explosion-proof and dust removal. 2) Multiple infrared LEDs were adopted to tackle the coal mine environment. Considering the feature points might be occluded by water mists and dense-dust, the 3D coordinates of the target are calculated based on the least square fitting with the detected infrared LEDs on the same line, and dual quaternion is introduced to obtain optimal solution. 3) By modeling and simulation, the pose estimation accuracy and the cutting-head position error distribution under the influence of the main parameters are investigated. 4) The simulation evaluation and the experimental evaluation are designed to verify the performance of the proposed method and the established system.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section II describes the vision-based cutting-head pose estimation system design and the camera marker network. Section III puts forward the underground camera model. Section IV introduces the cutting-head pose estimation algorithm. Section V builds the cutting-head pose estimation error model. Section VI carries out numerical analysis and the experimental evaluation of the proposed method. Section VII presents the experimental results of the established visionbased cutting-head pose estimation system. Finally, the full text is summarized and discussed in Section VIII.
II. INFRARED LEDs-BASED VISION MENSEARMENT SYSTEM FOR BOOM-TYPE ROADHEADER
The tunneling machine carries out tunneling work according to requirements, the fuselage coordinates is acquired by the fusion of multiple sensors. As shown in Fig. 1 , the cutting head move along scheduled trajectory (the red route on the coal wall), and the pose estimation of the cutting-head is realized by a vision-based method. The camera mounted on the machine body collects the infrared target image. Besides, the infrared LEDs-based target is mounted on the cuttingarm in case of the potential collision during excavation processing. As shown in Fig. 2a , the vision-based pose measurement system involves seven coordinate frames, the camera coordinate frame O c X c Y c Z c , the machine body coordinate frame 
The movements of the rotary joints and the lift joints are shown in Fig. 2b and 2c .
A camera-marker graph can be used to abstract the cuttinghead pose estimation system. The camera-marker network is shown in Fig. 3 . It involves object coordinates frame and the relative relationship between two object coordinates frames, which are illustrated with nodes and edges, respectively. The graph provides a theoretical frame for the cuttinghead pose estimation, which is estimated through the camera observation, kinematics, and calibration here. There are three chains exist in this graph to obtain the coordinate parameters of the cutting head on Boom-type roadheader.
The vision-based pose estimation chain involves four coordinate frames as shown in Fig. 3 . The transformation matrix M b c is acquired based on the infrared LEDs-based pose estimation algorithm, which is described in section IV. The rigid transformation relationship between the camera and machine body M c 0 , and the transformation relationship between the target and cutting-head M 4 b , are pre-calibrated in accordance with the chain-3. Hence, vision-based cutting-head pose can be estimated based on the following equation:
where M c 0 represent the transformation relation between the machine body and camera frames; M 4 b represent the transformation relation between the target and cutting-head coordinate frames; M b c represent the transformation relation between the camera and target coordinate frames; M 4 0 represent the transformation relation between the machine body and the cutting-head coordinate frames.
As shown in Fig. 3 , kinematic positive solution can be used to present the cutting-head coordinates in the machine body coordinate frame:
where, M 1 0 represent the transformation relation between the machine body and the rotary joints coordinate frames; M 2 1 represent the transformation relation between the rotary joints and the lift joints coordinate frames; M 3 2 represent the transformation relation between the lift joints and expansion joints coordinate frames; M 4 3 represent the transformation relation between the expansion joints and cutting-head coordinate frames.
The transformation relation M b 0 between the machine body and target coordinate frames can be calibrated by a total station or a visual tracking system. Then combined with the kinematic chain, the rigid transformation matrix of M 4 b can be calculated using the following equation
Hence, the rigid transformation matrix of M c 0 can be obtained based on the following equation
III. UNDERGROUND CAMERA MODEL
Considering the requirements of explosion-proof and dust removal in the coal mining, the camera is fixed in a specially designed apparatus as shown in Fig. 4 . The dust removal is used to clean dust and mists from the outer glass, which is driven by the DC motor with reduction gear. The camera is mounted in the cylinder-shaped explosion-proof apparatus. Vision-based measurement is in accordance with collinearity, however, which is hard to satisfy in underground camera imaging system because the lights must pass through two explosion-proof glasses. Hence, the underground camera model based on equivalent focal length [19] , [20] is proposed, which take the apparatus interface as the virtual image plane and the origin at distance F-F as the virtual perspective center. As shown in Fig. 5 .
The underground camera model is illustrated by the following parameters: α, the refraction angle; β, the incidence angle; η, the incidence angle; and τ , the refraction angle; f, the 33700 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Mine camera ray diagram when the optical axis is orthogonal to the two layer of glasses. The incoming ray first refracted at the outer glass interface, then refracted at the inner glass interface, and reach the focal plane.
actual focal length; r, the radial distance; d, the incoming ray offset on the inner glass interface and outer glass interface; F, the distance between the apparatus interface and the actual perspective center; R, the distance between the incident point and the camera's optical axis; F, the offset of virtual perspective center.
A. ORTHOGONALITY
Assuming that the optical axis is orthogonal to the double layers of glass, the relative refractive index of the air and glass is n, the offset of incoming ray on the double layers of glass interface can be expressed as
With the relation
F can be expressed as From Eq. (7) and (8),
The image coordinates in the virtual imaging system are:
where c is the camera coordinates, p is the object coordinates, c is r 3 F, the r i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the row vectors of the rotation matrix between the object and camera frames, with the following relation
Eq. (9) can be expressed as
The modified collinearity equation introduce the additional parameters t 1 , t 2 and n in the mine camera imaging system. FIGURE 6. Mine camera ray diagram for a more general situation when the optical axis is not orthogonal to the double layer of glasses.
FIGURE 7.
A diagram of the underground camera imaging system when the optical axis is not orthogonal to the double layer of glasses.
B. NON-ORTHOGONALITY
Considering angular mounting offset, the simplified model for a more general situation is established as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The angular offset between the camera's optical axis and the outer layer glass interface is described by: the angle between the camera's optical axis and the outer layer glass interface normal, θ, and its projection direction on the image plane with respect to the camera's x-axis, δ. In the same way, the angular offset between the camera's optical axis and the inner layer glass interface normal is described by the angle between the camera's optical axis and the interface normal, ϕ, and its projection direction on the image plane with respect to the camera's x-axis, ψ.
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The mounting offset can be expressed by the transformation matrix M h c from the camera to the outer layer glass frames and the transformation matrix M l c from the camera to the inner glass frames.
where x c is the vector in the camera frame, x h is the same vector in the outer layer glass frame, and x l is the same vector in the inner layer glass frame. As m, the third row of M h c , is the vector of virtual optical axis in mine camera imaging system, u is the vector from the actual perspective center to the actual image point, and l, the third row of M l c , is the normal vector of inner layer glass interface, so
the incoming ray offset d 1 on the x h -axis of virtual imaging system is
assuming κ is the angle between the incoming ray offset vector on the inner glass interface and the projection of the inner glass interface on the plane formed by m and u (the incoming ray offset along the plane normal is assumed to be negligible here), with the geometric relations illustrated in Fig. 7 , the incoming ray offset d 2 on the x h -axis of virtual imaging system can be obtained using the following equation.
F can be expressed as
with z, the third row of (M h c ) −1 m T F is the vector in the z-axis of camera frame, and x, the first row of (M h c ) −1 m T F is the vector in the x-axis of camera frame
Hence, when F is substituted into Eq. (18), a more general modified collinearity equation for underground camera imaging system is obtained.
IV. POSE ESTIMATION
In accordance with the vision-based pose estimation chain, this section gives the cutting-head pose estimation method including the center positioning of feature points and improved pose estimation algorithm based on dual quaternion.
A. CENTER POSITIONING OF FEATURE POINTS
Coal mine tunneling working face is of low illumination. Moreover, pose estimation will failure in the case of partial occlusion of measured infrared LEDs. Therefore, the system adopts multiple infrared LEDs as the feature points. As shown in Fig. 8 , a 16-point infrared LEDs target is designed to prevent feature points from being occluded by water mists, dense-dust and other mine equipment. In addition, a narrowband filter is installed in front of the camera lens, it is beneficial and high-efficiency for extracting and positioning of feature points in complex background. By optimizing the luminous intensity of infrared LEDs, the diameter of the region of interest (ROI) is about 10 pixels. The grayscale distribution of ROI are shown in Fig. 9 , the shape of the ROI is approximately circular, the gray value of ROI present a symmetric descending distribution from the center to the edge, and the gray value of pixels in the ROI is significantly higher than that of the background.
Typical target location algorithms are the weighted centroid method, least-squares template matching and curved surface fitting method [21] - [23] . The non-iterative spot center location based on Gaussian fitting algorithm [24] is used for the infrared LEDs-based target location in our system. It is superior to the standard Gaussian surface fitting method since it is with a prominent advantage in operation efficiency and can meet the requirement for fast spot center location. The pixel grayscale distribution of the infrared LED can be expressed in the following equation.
where I 0 is total energy of the spot; (x 0 , y 0 ) represents the spot center, (x i , y j ) is pixel gray values; (σ x , σ y ) is the standard deviation of the 2D Gaussian distribution. The Eq. (19) can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
T is the spot center location; ρ is the correlation between the x-axis and y-axis direction Let
For D is real symmetric matrix,
The Eq. (20) can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
where F is the logarithm matrix of pixel gray values; A is the sensitivity matrix; n is the number of the pixel points;
Hence, Z can be obtained using the least squares estimation algorithm, and the spot center location can be realized by using the following equation
B. IMPROVED POSE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM BASED ON DUAL QUATERNION
Our improved pose estimation method is heavily affected by M A Abidi.'s P4P method [25] , which is an efficient pose estimation method based on the volume measurement of tetrahedral. According to the results of above spot center location of infrared target, an improved P4P method is proposed for our roadheader pose estimation system. Assume that the distance equation from the spot center to the fitting straight line is:
The linear equation of each side of the target can be fitted by the least square fitting with constraints.
The line fitting error can be expressed as:
The maximum allowable error e max is introduced to judge whether the result of line fitting is acceptable or not. On this basis, the pixel coordinates of the four vertices of the target are calculated through the intersection of two adjacent lines. Then, P4P algorithm [25] is used to calculate spatial threedimensional coordinate of four vertex coordinates for the target in the camera coordinate system, and the dual quaternion is introduced to establish the error objective function to obtain optimal solution, which transfer the P4P problem into an optimization problem. Suppose the three-dimensional coordinate of feature points in the target coordinate system are P bi (x bi , y bi , z bi ), and the three-dimensional coordinate of feature points in the camera coordinate system are P ci (x ci , y ci , z ci ). The transform relation between the target coordinate system and the camera coordinate system can be expressed as
The rotation matrix R c b and translation matrix T c b can be respectively expressed by Eq. (31) and (32) using dual quaternion, and Q(r) and W(r) are defined in [26] :
Suppose actual measured value of target vertexes in the camera coordinate system areP ci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). As there exist errors between the actual measured value and the theoretical value, the optimal solution of the rotation matrix R c b and VOLUME 7, 2019 translation matrix T c b can be obtained by the error objective function as follows:
The error objective function using dual quaternion [27] , [28] can be expressed as
where
V. CUTTING-HEAD POSE ESTIMATION ERROR MODEL
The main influence factors of the proposed pose estimation method include the image coordinates error of spot center location, the external parameters calibration error and the non-coplanar errors of infrared LEDs. This section derives the pose estimation error model of above three parameters.
A. IMAGE COORDINATES ERROR OF SPOT CENTER LOCATION
In order to study the influence of image coordinates error of the spot center location on the cutting-head pose estimation, the error transform function is deduced. Take a derivative with respect to image coordinates, carry out the Taylor series expansion, neglect the higher order term of the expansion, and reserve the first degree as the measurement error of feature points' 3D coordinates in the camera coordinate system.
where δu i , δv i are the spot center location errors, i = 1,2,3,4. The error transfer function between the spot center location error δP and the 3D coordinate error δW can be defined as
The relationship between the pitch and rotate angle of the cutting-head and the 3D coordinate of feature points can be defined as
So the Jacobian matrix of Eq. (37) can be expressed as
The error transfer function between the pitch and rotate angle errors and the 3D coordinate errors of feature points can be defined as
The relationship between the pitch and rotate angle and the cutting-head position
The Jacobian matrix of (40)
The error transfer function between the position error and the pitch and rotate angle error can be expressed as
where δT = (δX , δY , δZ )
B. EXTERNAL PARAMETERS CALIBRATION ERROR
For the external parameters calibration error, we mainly consider the rotation error of R 4 b between the target and cuttinghead coordinate frames,
The error transfer function between the pitch and rotate angle of cutting-head and the rotation error of R 4 b can be defined as where δθ x , δθ y and δθ z are the rotation error between the target and cutting-head coordinate frames. The relationship between the pitch and rotate angle error and the rotation error of R 4 b can be expressed as δA = E p2 δE
where,
Similarly, the effect of calibration error on the cutting-head position accuracy can be obtained by Eq. (40), (41) and (42).
C. NON-COPLANAR ERRORS OF INFRARED LEDs
The pose measurement results are related to the installation error of the feature points. The effect of non-coplanar error on the pose estimation is analyzed in this part. As shown in Fig. 10 , P i is defined as the ideal location. Assuming that only P 4 has an error in the perpendicular direction to the plane that consists of three other feature points, P 4 is defined as the actual location, P 4 is defined as real imaging position on the plane, l is defined as the distance between two adjacent feature points, and l is defined as the distance from P 4 to P 4 . In order to ascertain the real imaging position, firstly, obtain the three-dimensional coordinates of P b1 , P b2 , P b3 in the target coordinate frame, and determine the spatial plane, the spatial plane equation can be expressed as Z ≡ 0 Suppose that O b is the target origin in the target space, O c is the camera origin in the target space. Then, ascertain the camera origin in the target space, which can be defined as 
Given that P 4 = (−l/2, l/2, l), according to O c and P b4 in the target coordinate frame, a straight line is determined, and the two-point form of straight line equation expressed as
According to Eq. (45), (46) and (47), P b4 X b4 , Y b4 , Z b4 in the target coordinate frame can be calculated. Given that P b4 (X b4 , Y b4 , 0), the three-dimensional coordinates of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 in the camera space can be obtained by combining with R c b and T c b , the 3D coordinates error of feature points can be expressed using the following equation
Similarly, the effect of non-coplanar error on the cuttinghead position accuracy can be obtained by combining Eq. (39) (40), (41) and (42).
VI. EVALUATION
In experimental evaluation of the environmental adaptability and spot center location accuracy, multiple SE3470-type infrared LEDs are adopted as the feature points of the target, and the wavelength of infrared LED is 880 nm. In simulation evaluation of the underground camera model, improved pose estimation algorithm and cutting-head pose error, the value range of the joint variables of cutting-head are shown in Table 1 , and the camera parameters in the simulation are shown in Table 2 . The rotation and translation matrix between the machine body and camera coordinate frames are set as c between the camera frame and object frame are calculated by combining the kinematic chain and the vision-based pose estimation chain. The distance between the adjacent vertices of the target is set at 250 mm. The ideal image coordinates of infrared LEDs are calculated using the perspective projection model.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTABILITY EVALUATION
Low illumination environment with mining lights, laser alignment instrument and other stray lights in driving working face were simulated in laboratory. The mine camera with a narrow-band filter placed in front of the camera lens and the 16-point infrared LEDs-based target were specially designed. Then the mine camera was used to capture image of infrared LEDs-based target. The infrared LEDs-based target image before filtering and the filtered image are shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen from the figure that the visible light and laser alignment instrument and other stray light were eliminated through the narrow-band filter. It demonstrated that the use of mine camera and multiple infrared LEDs-based target enables the interference elimination of stray lights, simplifying the image processing process in low illumination and complex complicated background, and guaranteeing the target has the ability to be recognized and distinguished in coal mining. 
B. UNDERGROUND CAMERA MODEL EVALUATION
The effect of mine camera protecting apparatus on cuttinghead pose estimation in tunneling face is evaluated based on the developed underground camera model, we make a simulation evaluation with synthetic intrinsic parameters of the underground camera as shown in Table 3 . Fig. 12 illustrates image residuals of the infrared LEDs-based target at the five extreme positions of cutting surface. Table 4 shows the image residuals values of x in x-axis and y in y-axis, respectively. The results show that the angle between the camera's optical axis and the double layer glasses interface normal and the projection direction of the glass interface normal on the image plane with respect to the camera's x-axis have a great influence on the image deviation. The farther the cutting-head is from the center of the cutting surface, the greater the error. The maximum error is in the extreme position of c13, and the image residuals of infrared LED are −0.47 pixel in x-axis and 0.48 pixel in y-axis, respectively.
C. SPOT CENTER LOCATION EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the spot center location algorithm, the repeatability test of the location algorithm was carried out. For the same feature points in the 100 collected images, the location deviation of the spot center in the direction of X-axis and Y-axis were respectively calculated. The results of spot center location of infrared LEDs are shown in Fig. 13 . The repeatability experimental results are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen from the experimental results that the location accuracy of the feature point are within 0.03 pixel in the two directions of X-axis and Y-axis in the pixel coordinate frame.
D. IMPROVED POSE ESTIMATION EVALUATION
We give simulation evaluation on the performance of the proposed improved pose estimation algorithm with synthetic data in this section, and it was given accuracy comparison with the state-of-the-art PnP methods: HOMO, LHM, EPNP and P4P [24] . In accordance with the practical system, VOLUME 7, 2019 , and they were synthesized in the target frame. For HOMO, LHM and EPNP, the four feature points were directly taken from the four vertices of the target. For our proposed improved method, the linear equations of each side of the target were firstly to be fitted by the least square fitting method and the four fitted vertices coordinates of the target were calculated through the intersection of two adjacent lines. Then, those fitted vertices and direct extracted vertices in the target frame were transformed into the camera frame using 21 × 21 transformation matrix M b c . Finally, 2D image plane were obtained using the collinearity equations. The accuracy of above PnP methods were tested with the varying of Gaussian noise, its deviation level was varied from 0.01 to 0.1 pixels. The errors of the rotation and translation were calculated as [29] e rot (deg rees) = max k∈{1,2,3}
As shown in Fig. 15 , the numerical simulation results demonstrated that proposed improved P4P method has better pose estimation accuracy in comparison with HOMO, LHM, EPNP and P4P.
E. CUTTING-HEAD POSITION ERROR EVALUATION
We conduct simulation evaluation of the cutting-head position accuracy with the established cutting-head pose estimation error model. Here the three parameters of the image coordinate errors of spot center location, the external parameters calibration error and the non-coplanar error of infrared LEDs were set at 0.03 pixel, 1 mm and 0.1 • , respectively. The effect of the single parameter on the cutting-head position were analyzed when the other parameters error were set at zero. The position error distribution were illustrated in Fig. 16 . The cutting face consists of 21 × 21 data points of position coordinates. The three dimension surface represents the ideal cutting position of the roadheader. The arrow and the color bar shows error direction and error value, respectively. The maximum position error caused by the non-coplanar installation error is 0.56 mm, the maximum position error caused by the external parameter calibration error is 9.06 mm, the maximum position error caused by the spot center location error is 19.66 mm, and the maximum position error under the above three parameters is 20.72 mm.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Vision-based pose estimation platform is setup as shown in Fig. 18a . The system mainly consists of Boom-type roadheader EBZ160, infrared LED SE3470, 250 mm × 250 mm rectangular target, mine explosion-proof camera MV_EM130M, PC computer and so on. Here two types of calibration are necessary for cutting-head pose estimation. The intrinsic calibration is the first thing to be done using the underground camera model in section III, in the meantime, as shown in Fig. 17 , the optic motion capture system, Vicon Tracker, is adopted for the extrinsic calibration. Here, the Vicon system are consists of five cameras, an active wand, four marker balls and the Vicon tracker softerware Adjust the cutting-head to zero-initial state when the pitch and rotate angle are zero and zero, respectively. Establish base coordinate frame by using the active wand. The measurement coordinate frame is set up using of the four marker balls which tied up on the infrared target. Here the base coordinate frame is placed in the machine body coordinate frame of O 0 X 0 Y 0 Z 0 and the measurement coordinate frame is placed in target coordinate frame of
It makes the acquisition of the transformation matrix of M b 0 simplified, which can be given directly in the Vicon motion analysis system of Vicon Tracker. Adjust the cutting-head to the other regulated states, we can obtain the accurate transformation matrix of M b 0 by taking the average value through multiple measurements. Then, by taking down the marker balls and collecting the infrared target images with mine explosion-proof camera, we can obtain the transformation matrix of M 4 b and M c 0 in accordance with the calibration chain, which is illustrated in section II.
On the basis of above system calibration, the correctness of the cutting-head pose estimation results were tested, and the Vicon tracker was used to measure the position of cuttinghead in the machine body coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 18d , the four marker balls were tied up on the cuttinghead to create the cutting-head coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 18e , the active wand was placed in the machine body coordinate system to form the base coordinate system. Therefore, the position of cutting-head in the machine body coordinate system can be given directly in the Vicon motion analysis system of Vicon Tracker, which were taken as the real value.
Control the cutting-head to move around the axis (Z 1 ) in rotary joints coordinate system and move around the axis (Z 2 ) in lift joints coordinate system, respectively. The cutting-head visual measurement system proposed in this paper and the Vicon tracker were used to measure the position of cuttinghead at the same time. The measurement results are compared as shown in Fig. 19a and 19b . The trajectory measured by the proposed method is close to that measured by the Vicon tracker. Fig. 20 and Fig.21 show the position measurement errors, and it can be deduced that the maximum position error value is 26.01 mm. The error value is reasonable for the position measurement of the cutting-head for Boom-type roadheader. Control the cutting-head to move in diagonal lines motion path and S-shaped motion path, respectively. The proposed method and the Vicon tracker were used to measure the trajectory of cutting-head at the same time, Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 shows the trajectory of the cutting-head and its projection in the plane. It can be observed from the figure that the proposed method exhibits good performance, as the trajectory measured by the proposed method was close to that measured by the Vicon tracker.
It can be seen from Fig. 19, 22 and 23, the trajectory measured by the proposed method is close to that measured by the Vicon tracker. It can be observed also from the Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 that the maximum position measurement error of cutting-head was 26.01 mm. According to the rule that the allowed position measurement error of cutting-head in underground coal mine roadway construction is within 50mm, therefore the proposed visual measurement method can meet the requirement for position measurement of the cutting-head for Boom-type roadheader.
In addition, according to the cutting-head pose estimation error model proposed in Section V and the simulation evaluation results in section VI, the vision measurement system error mainly caused by the spot center location error of feature points, the non-coplanar error of the infrared LEDs and the external parameters calibration error, the position measurement errors under the influence of the three factors is within 20.72 mm. The pose measurement error is nearly identical to the theoretical analysis result, which verify the effectiveness of the pose measurement method for cuttinghead and the error transfer model proposed in this paper.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a monocular vision-based cutting head pose estimation method. The infrared LEDs-based pose estimation system design and associated critical issues including underground camera model theory, pose optimal estimation algorithms and cutting-head pose estimation error modeling were studied. The above three main precision safeguard technologies were focused and the simulation and experiments were carried out to evaluate and validate the theoretical findings.
The specially designed 16-point infrared LED target has been demonstrated to be in the ability to be recognized and distinguish under extremely low illuminance and densedust coal mine environment. Moreover, a narrow-band filteradded camera enables the interference elimination of stray lights in tunneling faces such as visible light, laser alignment instrument, etc.
The cylinder-shaped protecting apparatus with two layer explosion-proof glasses is specially designed to prevent the dust and mist from the outer-layer glass in underground environment. Taking the angular mounting offset between the camera and the double layer glasses into the consideration, an equivalent focal length based underground camera model is established to compensate imaging error. Theoretical modeling and simulation results show that the double layer glass have a great influence on the image deviation. The farther the cutting-head is from the center of the cutting surface, the greater the error. The maximum image residuals of infrared LED are −0.47 pixel in X-axis and 0.48 pixel in Y-axis, respectively.
The improved P4P algorithm is established. Considering some of the feature points might be occluded by water mists, dense-dust, etc, the linear equations of each side of the target are firstly to be fitted by the least square fitting method, and the pixel coordinates of the four vertices of the target are calculated through the intersection of two adjacent lines. Then we transfer the P4P problem into an optimization problem and dual quaternion is introduced to establish the error objective function to obtain the optimal solution. The simulation evaluation demonstrated that the improved P4P method is with better pose estimation accuracy in comparison with the leading algorithm such as HOMO, LHM, EPNP and P4P.
The error transfer model for the three factors are established. Numerical research gives the three dimensional error distribution including the error value and error direction, which have demonstrated that the cutting-head position measurement error under the influence of the multiple factors is within 20.72mm .
The conducted experiment show that the measurement system accuracy of cutting-head position is within 26.01 mm, and the pose estimation error is nearly identical to the theoretical analysis result, which verify the effectiveness of the cutting-head pose estimation method and the error model proposed in this paper. The research of this paper provides a theoretical basis for cutting-head pose estimation in tunneling face.
The future work will be to optimize the real-time performance of the system. In addition, the error compensation method and underground camera model will be further studied and applied to improve the system measurement accuracy and reliability.
